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January 2, 2013

Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives BranchR E" V IVE D
Division of Administrative Services "RECIFI_ _
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-B01M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

RE: Docket NRC-2012-0277, SEIS for the proposed Dewey-Burdock project

Dear Ms. Bladey,

I am writing on behalf of the Living River Group of the Sierra Club in South Dakota, in
opposition to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's licensing -of Powertech's proposed Dewey-
Burdock ISR uranium mining project. In the November 2012 Draft Report for Comment, NRC
staff recommended that "a source and byproduct license for the proposed action be issued as
requested, unless safety issues mandate otherwise"' [emphasis added]. Below are some of the.
reasons that safety issues do mandate otherwise.

The Black Hills region of Southt Dakotalhas endured maior uranium mining booms in the past. In
fa•r too many cases, the erporations, including foreign corporation s,.took'the resources;,,declared
'bankruptcy or left the country and left a radioactive mess behind. The South Dakota Department
of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) has identified 263 abandoned uranium mines,
prospects and claims in the. state, including 140-in Fall. River County, the area where the Dewey-
Burdock winie would be, located. Many are accompanied by a spoils pile that, for decades has
eroded and migrated w.ithwater and.wind.,Radioactive materialtand toxic heary metals have
foundtheir way down tributaries, to several South, Dakota rivers. Neither the NRC nor the SD"
DENR,pro~tected So uth Dakota fromth ht; why should~we expect-a, different' result in the
future? , ' , , , . .'•. .. . . :

Some will argue that in situ mining is safer than pit mining. We may not have piles of
radioactive waste on the surface, but polluted water spread on the surface will find its way into
waters .'of the state,, ad the potential. for pollution of ground;water.,and aquifers, is'even more
sei'ius. As an editor of ,both Scuth Dakota, Magazine and Nebraska Life, I researched and wrote
about both the pr6posed Dewdy-Burdock mine and.the long-operating Crow'Butte Mine near
Craford, Nebraska., Pow'ertech has no record of uranium mining, butas .you are no doubt aware,
p',writech~s fellow. Canadian company Cameco :hasa longhistory 9f spills and migrations of
contaminated water at the, Crow Butte mine... . - . ' ,.

Furthermore in 2 00 8 .theWyomin Departnent of Environmental Quality issued a Notice of,,

Violation to Cameco subsidiary,'Power Resources,,Inc., for failure toý conduct. required,..
reclamation at its Smith Ranch/Highland in situ mine near Glenrock, Wyo. The citation also
noted that the cornpany's well.field installation'Procedures resulted in "near total disturbance of
the native vegetation,.and soils," andthat the conipany had experienced "an inordinate numb6er of
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spills, leaks and other releases... pond leaks, well casing failures and excursions." Power
Resources' reclamation bond was set at $38 million, but the Wyoming DEQ estimated the cost
would be $150 million, what the state agency called "an alarming scenario." I presume that the
NRC also approved these operations, to which the proposed Dewey-Burdock project would be
similar. And I assume that if cleanup ever occurs, taxpayers will pay the bill.

But the situation in South Dakota could be far more serious than in Nebraska or Wyoming. As
you know, the South Dakota Legislature has shifted major oversight responsibility from the
state's Department of Environment and Natural Resources to the NRC, thus increasing the moral
responsibility of your agency to protect the people and the waters of South Dakota from
pollution. As presently proposed, the Dewey-Burdock mine would not dispose of waste by deep
injection as the Crow Butte mine does, relying instead on surface disposal. This may be arid
country,bmut there is no question that the region is prone to major flash flooding; eventualiy
surface-applied hazardous waste water would be swept into waters of the state.

Below the Inya Kara aquifer that Powertech is exploring lies the Minnelusa aquifer, and then the
Madison, all vital to future life in the region. Clearly the in situ process threatens these vital
aquifers. It would be hard to overstate the importance of Black Hills groundwater. "Water
supplies for Rapid City, South Dakota, and surrounding suburban and rural areas are extremely
vulnerable to contamination," wrote three SD School of Mines and Technology researchers in a

- study of risks to the Madison Aquifer. Their study found that ground water-and any
contaminants-flows through the Madison at the rate of one mile every five days. Yet in
December 2012 the SD DENR tentatively approved Powertech's groundwater discharge plan.

For a July/August 2009 South Dakota Magazine story on the proposed Dewey-Burdock project, I
spoke with Mike Cepak, minerals and mining engineering director at SD DENR. "The question,"
Cepak said, "is whether they can mine with this method and control the solution. If we say yes,
then we'll look at bonding guarantees, a level that would cover any contingencies. We can see
the problems in Wyoming and Nebraska and learn from them. At the Smith Ranch-Highland
mine, the company mines and moves on to the next phase without restoring water. Nobody really
knows how it will be done and how much itmight cost."

"At (Crowe Butte. the uranium isin-one-]avyerA•Cepakhoted, "In the soiithen Hills-the lajrers are
-stair stfpped-with~shale-iay-ts betwen; .and likely wditer connections between rock layers. Can
they mine individual layers without getting excursions into the aquifers? Right now it looks like
a very tough site to do. This site might not be suitable even if allowed by law."

"It would also be nice to clean up the mess from the past before we proceed," Cepak added.
"Some sites are very bad. There's radioactive water, sulfite rock produces acid, and nothing
grows there." The DENR website states that laws passed in the 1970s and 1980s require
operators to "reclaim lands disturbed," but little reclamation has occurred at the gold strip mines
in the northern Hills, except what is funded by tens of millions of taxpayer dollars.

The bottom line: If uranium mining pollutes the water vital to life in the southern Hills, we might
know in a year or two, or perhaps after Powertech is long gone. Or, given the "out of sight, out of



mind" nature of in situ mining, we might not know for a hundred years. That is a chance we
cannot afford to take.

Given the risks, NRC approval of this project is at best premature. Public hearings should be held
after full information is available on the proposed project. And since the state no longer has
regulatory authority over ISL mining, the federal government's plans for monitoring the project
should be clearly explained in detail, so that the public can determine whether monitoring will be
adequate. At present, safety issues clearly mandate that the NRC should not approve the Dewey-
Burdock project.

Sincerely yours,

4J rry ' on
hair, Uranium Committee

Living River Group, Sierra Club


